
Mould Prevention
  

Open Windows & external doors:

While it’s tempting to batten down the hatches until spring,

try to ventilate your home as much as possible whilst you

are home. If you are out during the day, windows and inside

doors should be open at night.

      

Keep Internal Doors Shut:

Since kitchens and bathrooms are the most common sites

for mould, try to confine excess moisture to those rooms

when in use. Over time, condensation can build up on walls

in other rooms, leading to mould growth.

 

Clean Carpets: 

If you notice a musty, unpleasant odour in

carpeted rooms, it’s important to take action. Make sure to

vacuum carpets regularly, and get them professionally

cleaned once a year to ensure they’re mould free.

      

Keep everything dry: 

Keep bathroom walls, showers, basins as dry as possible –

open the doors when you are home to allow air to circulate

through the rooms.

Check for Leaks: 

While the use of household appliances such as kettles and

showers can cause moisture build-up, it’s worth checking

your home thoroughly for any leaks that could be bringing

excess moisture into the home. Common

spots that should be checked include under sinks, behind

toilets and around your washing machine and dishwasher.
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Ventilate:

Use your fans to circulate the air when you

open windows & doors.  Stale air retains moisture more than

fresh air (and heats up quicker). Also turn on your exhaust

fans particularly when showering, cooking and doing laundry.

Clear the Clutter: 

The more belongings you have, particularly stuffed in

cupboards and wardrobes, the less space air has

to circulate – and air circulation is vital for controlling mould

growth. Open your cupboard and wardrobe doors regularly.

Don’t Dry Clothes or shoes Indoors: 

It may be tempting to put your clothes or wet shoes on a

clothes horse to dry them indoors, but especially in winter,

without ventilation, the moisture will evaporate from the

clothes and settle on the ceiling and walls, contributing to

your mould problem. 

     

Clean Extractor Fans: 

Over time, fans in your bathroom can become clogged and

lose power. Extractor fans are essential for filtering humidity

and odours outdoors.

Dry Visible Moisture: 

If you experience moisture on the inside of your windows, use

a squeegee to wipe the window down and then dry the

excess moisture with a towel or paper towel.

Use a Dehumidifier:

Dehumidifiers drastically reduce humidity levels, making your

home less hospitable to mould, mildew and dust mites.
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A solution of 3 parts vinegar with 2 parts water 

A solution of 70% methylated spirits and 30%

water 

A solution of tea tree oil and water

Cleaning & Preventing Mould

1.Try homemade solutions such as White Vinegar

solutions, the natural acids in white wine vinegar have

been proven to be effective in removing certain

household moulds, and is safe to use on most

surfaces. A suitable solution mixture is:

 

2. Personal protective equipment, including half-face

disposable respirators with P1 or P2 filters are

available at hardware stores, and should be used to

avoid possible mould spore inhalation when cleaning. 

3. Take additional precautions to prevent mould spore

release and transmission by using of drop sheets and

exclude persons not performing the work from the

area that is being cleaned. 

4. Ensure that you comply with the safety precautions

provided by the manufacturer to protect your eyes

and skin from the solution or mould remover. 
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5. Wipe clean the affected area using a microfiber

cloth with the cleaning solution. Use a two bucket

system – one bucket with the solution and the other

with clean water. Do not put the dirty cloth back in

the solution – wash in the clean water bucket first.

This avoids cross contamination. 

6. After cleaning the mould affected areas with the

solution, wipe the surfaces with a damp cloth. Do not

use the same cloth used with the solution. 

7. Wipe all surfaces dry with a clean cloth. 

8. It is important to use a different cloth with each

process and dispose of them immediately, otherwise

the mould spores will be spread and mould will

reappear in a short time. 

9. Do not attempt to dry brush the area using a

broom or brush as this can increase spread of mould.

Anti-Mould Products: 

If all else fails, bring in the big guns! Go to your local

hardware store and ask about anti-mould products.

   

Experts: 

If the problem re-occurs, ask a specialist such

as Mould Cleaning Australia to take a look – they will

provide a free consultation and we have provided

their fact sheet for your reference.

Ph: 1800 614 228

Web: www.mouldcleaningaustralia.com.au
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Mould Prevention

It is the responsibility of the Tenant to notify the

Agent or Lessor of any serious/extensive mould

problem. 

If the mould is a result of an issue in the

premises, such as a roof leak, it is generally the

Lessor's responsibility to clean the mould and

make any repairs necessary to maintain the

property in good repair. 

If the Tenant caused the mould, they are

responsible for its removal and may have to pay

to repair any damage caused. 

At the first sign of any problem, the

Lessor/Agent and Tenant should discuss the

issue.

What the Residential Tenancies Authority says

about mould...... 

 

The Residential Tenancies Act does not make

specific reference to mould, but it does detail

requirements about the standard maintenance of a

Property throughout the Tenancy Agreement. 

 

RTA Fast facts 
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